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0. INTRODUCTION 
In two previous papers, [9, lo], we have explored the connections between 
the spectrum of Sturm-Liouville operators and logarithmic Sobolev 
inequalities, essentially for finite intervals and the circle. 
In this paper, the results are extended to bounded domains in arbitrary 
Riemannian manifolds, though the statements are much less complete. The 
method consists in the study of an appropriate variational problem, from the 
solution of which one can obtain simultaneously bounds from below for the 
spectrum of Schrodinger operators, and versions of the logarithmic Sobolev 
inequality with probability measures for certain Dirichlet forms on the 
domain in question. 
SECTION 1 
Let .A be a smooth oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension n > 2, 
and R a domain (open connected) in A, whose closure d is compact. A 
may be compact and 0 all of A’. C?(Q) is the space of real valued infinitely 
differentiable functions, compactly supported in 0. The Sobolev space HA(R) 
is the closure of C;(0) in the norm ]]f]]’ = sof2 + j”o ]Vf]‘, where the 
integrations use the volume element arising from the Riemannian structure, 
and Vf (= gradf), together with its length IV’]‘, are also determined from 
the Riemannian structure. A is the Laplace-Beltrami operator. 
We will assume that the boundary &! of a is smooth, in order to insure 
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the existence of a Green function G(., .) of the first kind for Poisson’s 
equation for the Laplacian in R, satisfying a uniform estimate of the form 
G(x, y) = O(d(x, Y)‘-“1, (= O(ln d(x, y) in case n = 2), where d(x, y) is the 
distance from x to y in Q. Thus we may use the standard estimates of 
Sobolev theory. 
A word or two about our assumptions is in order. In the case a is 
compact, the existence of the desired Green function is well known [I]. If R 
is not compact, we can construct a fundamental solution F(., .) for the 
Laplacian [3, 5, 71 in a domain R’ 1 d and compactly contained in M. F is 
C* off a neighborhood of the diagonal in R’ X Q’ and approaches --co at 
the right order of growth on approach to the diagonal. The Green function 
will be of the form G(x, y) =F(x, y) - w(x, y), where w(x, y) as function of 
y is harmonic taking the necessary boundary values on 8.0. But since the 
Green function is non-positive, it is clear that o(x, v) is bounded above in 
0 x a, so the Green function has the same growth properties as the 
fundamental solution. 
The same conclusions may be reached with weaker assumptions on 3.0, 
but we are not striving for utmost generality in this respect. 
For any real valued measurable functionfon R, we will say f E Lpt (0) if 
IfI9 is summable on 0 for some q > p. /[f/l, will denote the L9(Q) norm ofJ: 
Since the domain fl is fixed in our discussion, we will drop, when 
convenient, the symbol Q in our designated function spaces and our 
integrations. 
Let H be a non-negative measurable function on a, for which 
In H E Lti2+. Let p be a positive real number and define a,(H) as the 
infimum of I (p 1 Vfl’ -f 2 In f2 + S’ln H), forf E HA, subject o the proviso 
sS’=l. (Th e m ’ t egral is well defined, since f E HA * f E L2W’“-2’.) 
LEMMA. J” @ IV,/’ + f2 In H) is bounded below iff E Hi and If 2 = 1. 
It is elementary that we may write In H = U + V, where U has as small an 
L”” norm as we please, say, I( UI(,, < E, and V is bounded, say, ( V/ <D. By 
Sobolev theory, there exists a constant C, independent of f, such that 
ilf 1/2n/cn-2, < C VII. But now s f 'W llf llh,,n-2, II U,, < C2 E llf /I*. So 
~@IvfI'+f'ln HI = ~llfllZ-~+~(f2~+~f2~ 2 Pllfll’--P-D- 
C2e 11 f II*, which is bounded below as soon as C2e < p. 
(If n = 2, the proof above requires a slight modification, using the fact that 
In HE Ln/2t.) 
LEMMA. For fEHA, Jf’=l, the functional ~@lVfl’-f21nf2) is 
bounded below. 
Pick E satisfying 0 < E < 2/(n - 2). Then by Jensen’s inequality for the 
logarithm, jf21nf2= l/~~f~lnIf1~‘~(2+2~)/~InIlf)I,+,,, and by 
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Sobolev theory, Ilfl12+ 2E < C Ilfll. H en=, J@ Ivfl’ -f2 lnf*) =p Ilfll’ -P - 
J f * In f’ 2 p Ilflj’ - p - (2 + 2&)/c In C Ilfll, which is obviously bounded 
below, since llfll> 1. 
LEMMA. a,(H) is Jnite. 
This is obvious now, since 
)(pIVfl’-f’lnf*+f*lnH) 
= j (P/2 Pfl' + f* In W + j @P WI’ - f * In f’>. 
THEOREM. a,,(H) is an attained minimum. 
Firstly, let us note that l f 2 In f * is a continuous functional off in L*+ 
norm. For by the mean value theorem, f * In f * -g* lng* = 
2(1 f I- I gJ)( 1 + In f3’)0, where 0 is some number in the interval whose end 
points are (f / and ( g(. And for any 6 > 0, we have an estimate (13 In 8) ( < 
max(l/e, C(6)@+“). The continuity now follows by an application of 
Hblder’s inequality. 
We know 1nHE L n/z+ Fix an E, 0 < E < 2, now and for the sequel, such . 
that In H E L’(*-‘). By Hiilder’s inequality, the expression 1 f * In H is a 
continuous functional off in LZN(“+‘-*) norm. 
Finally, let f, by a minimizing sequence in HA for a,,(H). Since j @ IVf I2 
- f*lnf* -I- f*lnH) = j@/2lVfl* - f*lnf’+f*lnH) + p/2JjVf(* > 
a,,,(H) + p/2 s I Vf )*, it follows that the minimizing sequence is bounded in 
Hi norm. Pick a weak limit in Hi ; by Sobolev theory we may suppose f, 
converges trongly to f in L 2ni(n+r-2). By our remarks above on continuity of 
functionals, it follows that a,(H) = lim J @ IVf,,l' - f t In f i + f t In H) = 
lim 1 p IVf,l' - s f * In f2 + J f 2 In H. By the usual property of weak limits, 
limjlVf,12>~lVf129 hw ence a,,(H) > 5 @ IVf (* - f * In f * + f * In H), so the 
desired minimum is attained at A completing the proof. 
Any f E HA giving the minimum will be called a minimizer for a,(H). Of 
course, J f2 = 1. 
COROLLARY. There is a non-negative minimizer. 
Since IV If I I < I Vf 1, a minimizing sequence may be chosen to consist of 
non-negative functions, in which case the weak limit is also non-negative. 
THEOREM. A minimizer f is a weak solution of the dlflerential equation 
p Af + f In f 2 -f In H + a,(H)f = 0. Moreover, f has a weak Laplacian Af 
satisfying (a.e.) the above dl@erential equation. 
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By considering the first variation of the functional j @ 1 Vfl’ - f’ In f * f 
f * In H) we seek to minimize, subject to the constraint s f * = 1; it is 
straightforward to see that the minimizer f satisfies 1 @ Vf . Vu - uf In f * + 
uf In H) = a,(H) J uf f or every u E Hk. (This is perhaps most readily seen 
by the method used in [lo].) Hence f is a weak solution of the differential 
equation in question. 
Put P = f In H - f In f2 + a,(H)J: Since lnff(ELM’2-” and 
fEL 2nl’n-2), one sees that P E LZdCn+*-*‘). In case D is compact, one also 
sees from the weak solvability that P has mean value zero. Now put 
h(x) = l/p I G(x, y) P(y). h has a weak Laplacian dh satisfying p dh = P, 
and by potential theory h E ~5~“/(“-~-*~) (replacing 2n/(n - 2 - 2s) by co if 
it is negative or infinite). Moreover, h has a weak gradient given by 
(V/z)(x) = I/p I V,G(x, y) P(y), which belongs locally to LZnicn-*“. Using 
Green’s theorem, we now have 1 Vf . Vu = s Vh . Vu for every u E CF, or 
j(f-h)du=O, h’ h w IC implies by Weyl’s theorem that f - h is harmonic, 
and completes the proof. 
For later use, note the following. In case R has a boundary, then by the 
weak maximum principle h = f. If Q is compact, h -f is a constant. 
We want to show that a minimizer f is actually a “nice” function. The 
techniques here are rather standard. First, 
LEMMA. f is bounded. 
We continue the notation of the last theorem. P E Lzi(“+*-*“) and so h, 
hence f, E L2~J(“-2-2E’. But now PE L2*J(“+2-4r), and constructing the 
potential h again, we get f E L2*(“-2-4C’. After a finite number of iterations, 
we get f E L”O. (In finding the Lp class of P, f In f * creates no difficulty, for 
if f E Lq, f In f2 E Lq-” for any positive 6.) 
LEMMA. f is continuous on fi, taking the boundary values zero 
continuously. 
For as soon as f is bounded, P E Lwzt. By de Giorgi-Nash theory [4], f 
is locally Holder continuous on s1. Since aQ satisfies an exterior cone 
condition at every point, the boundary values zero are assumed continuously. 
(By a more careful examination of the Green function, it is probably 
possible to prove the last result without the use of the deeper de Giorgi-Nash 
theorem.) 
Suppose In H is locally Holder continuous in R in addition to the other 
hypotheses we have imposed. Since xlnx’ is locally Holder continuous for 
any exponent smaller than 1, it follows that P is locally HBlder continuous, 
from which it is known to follow that f has continuous second derivatives 
also satisfying a Holder condition. In other words, 
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COROLLARY. If In H is locally Hlilder, then a minimizer f satisfies the 
weak d@erential equation in the ordinary sense. 
Next, we want to show that a non-negative minimizer is in fact positive on 
R. I find it necessary to impose some additional conditions on H. We need 
some preliminary definitions, discussions, and lemmas. 
Let p be a point in R, and x = (x1, x2 ,..., x”) local coordinates at p. In the 
geodesic ball B, of radius R, R sufficiently small, centered at p, we introduce 
normal geodesic coordinates, (r, O), 0 = (0,) 02,..., 8, _ i) being conveniently 
chosen coordinates on the unit n - 1 sphere. Let A(r, 0) dr df? be the volume 
element in these coordinates, S(r) = I A(r, 0) de the surface measure of the 
geodesic ball B, of radius r. From [l] it is known that A(r, 0) = r”-’ + 
O(r”‘), so S(r) = ar”-’ + O(r”+ I), and putting a(r, 0) = A(r, f3)/s(r), that 
there exists a constant C such that 8 In a/& < Cr. Furthermore, from the 
definition of the geodesic, it follows that (Vr( = 1. Also Vr . Vt?, = 0, this a 
consequence of the fact that a geodesic from p strikes the r ball at a right 
angle. 
Let g be weakly differentiable in B, . Then (ag/&) = xi (ag/axi)(8xi/&) = 
Vg . U, where tangent vector u is given by u = Ci @x’/&)(a/ax’). v has 
length one, by virtue of facts described above. Hence (ag/ar I< ( Vgj. 
Now let g be Coo(BR), and put F(r) = J go(r, 0) de, G(r) = 
J” (ag/&-) u(r, 0) de. Clearly, for r # 0, F’(r) = f (ag/&)a dt9 + 
l g(a In o/&)o de = G(r) + 5 g(a In o/&)o de. An application of Holder’s 
inequality gives that &F*(r) S(r) dr < le, g*, and also jr, G’(r) S(r) dr < 
SB, lW2. 
From these remarks, it follows readily that if g, rather than being Coo(BR), 
is square integrable and has square integrable weak gradient on B,, then 
with F and G defined as above, F has a weak derivative given by the same 
formula as above. 
Now we can prove 
LEMMA. Suppose H is locally bounded above in a nhbd of p. Then if a 
non-negative minimizer f is zero at p, it is zero in a nhbd of p. 
Suppose f is zero at the point p, and introduce as before normal geodesic 
coordinates at p. f satisfies I @ Vf . Vu - fu In f * + fu In H - a,(H) fu) = 0 
for all u E C?(Q). We will let ZJ be a C” function of r alone, compactly 
supported in B, -p. Put analogously to before, F(r) = s fu de, G(r) = 
l @F/&)o de, and define further: 
L(r) = J f In f *a de, K(r) = f (f In H - a,(H)& de. By Jensen’s 
inequality for the function x In x, we have L(r) > F(r) In F*(r), and by the 
hypothesis on H, K(r) < DF(r), for 0 < r Q R, provided R is sufficiently 
small. 
Also so Vf . Vu = (f (du/dr) G(r) S(r) dr, and so we have 
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1: [p(du/dr) G(r) S(r) - U(T) L(r) S(r) + u(r) K(r) S(r)] dr = 0. By the usual 
one dimensional regularity result, we get for 0 ( r ( R, p(d/dr)(G(r) S(r)) = 
K(r) S(r) - L(r) S(r), and so WWW S(r)) C P/P) f’(r) S(r) - 
(2/p) F(r) S(r) In F(r). Since we know (: G’(r) S(r) dr is finite, it follows 
readily that for a sequence of r’s approaching zero, G(r) S(r) also 
approaches zero. So after one integration, we obtain G(r) < 
WPWW) h F(s) S(s) ds - WPWW)) Ib f’(s) ln F(s) ds. 
Since F’(r) = G(r) + l f(i? In U/C%@ de, F(0) = 0, and 
Jf(alno/ar)adB< c F( ) r r , we get by one more integration from above, 
S(s) F(s) In F(s) ds 
We may select R sufficiently small so that Br”-’ <S(r) Q AT’, for 
suitable constants A, B > 0 and 0 < r < R; and also so that 0 <F(r) < 1, so 
F(r) In F(r) is negative, in which case, combining constants in our 
differential inequality above, we may write finally, 
The function -x In x is monotone increasing for 0 < x < l/e, and bounded 
above by l/e. Replacing x by x8, 0 < 6 < 1, we get -x In x < x’ -“/es, also 
holding for 0 < x < l/e. 
Suppose we have for 0 < r < R, R sufticiently small, an estimate F(r) < rk. 
Picking 6 = l/k and applying the differential inequality, we will obtain 
rk+l rk+2 
e (k + l)(n + k - 1) + (k + 2)(k + n) I ’ 
so that R may be selected small independently of k to insure F(r) ,< rk+“‘. 
Starting then with R sufficiently small so that we have a suitable upper 
bound on F(r), we obtain by one application of the differential inequality, 
F(r) ,< r, and then 21 inductive applications, F(r) < r’+ ‘, whence F s 0 for 
0 < r Q R, which gives the statement of the lemma. 
By a simple connectedness argument, we have the following 
comprehensive statement. 
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THEOREM. If H is locally bounded above everywhere in f& then a 
nonnegative minimizer is continuous in fi, positive in 52, taking the boundary 
values zero continuously. 
SECTION 2 
Here we will show the connection of our results with the spectrum of 
Schriidinger operators. We could proceed by the route followed in [lo], and 
show the relation between a,(H) and the infimum over a suitable class of 
functions f of the expression j’, e- PAflf We pick an alternate procedure . 
which yields essentially the same results. 
First we note that for fixed f E HA, the supremum over all V E L”‘*’ of 
the expression i f’V - J” f * 1 n j’ e” is given by s f * In f * - 1 f * Ins f *. This 
is readily shown by use of Jensen’s inequality or Young’s inequality as in 
161. 
We have shown that j” @ IVf )* - f 2 In f * + f2 In H) > a,(H)for f E HA 




Hence, by our remarks above, for VE Lni2’ 
Write V= In H +pW, WE L”*+ to get the following bound on the spectrum 
of the Schrijdinger operator -A - W. 
THEOREM. 
I 
. (lvf I2 - f 'W/J f2 2 (VP) q,W - ldl” epWHIYp. 
The last result suggests the importance of estimating a,(H). I do not know 
how it behaves for small p. For large p there was an incomplete result in 
[IO], which W. Beckner has shown me how to complete. 
Let f. be the ground state for -A on I2 with zero boundary values, 1 the 
associated eigenvalue. 
THEOREM. a,,(H) -pll monotonically increases to the limit jcfi In H - 
f ,’ In f i). Let f, be a minimizer for an(H). Then f, converges strongly in HA 
tof,asp-+co. 
It is convenient o base the theorem on the following simple lemma. Let 
7/‘ be a set and A(.) and B(.) real valued functions on y. Suppose A(u) >, 0 
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for all u E Y, and A(u,) = 0. Suppose for every real positive p that 
a, = inf{prl(v) + B(u) ) u E Y} exists and is attained at u,. Then 
LEMMA. a, increases monotonically to a finite limit, and 
lim p+m~A(qJ = 0. 
Clearly a, < pA(v,) + B(u,) + B(u,) = B(v,). Also, if p > r, PA(V) + 
B(u) > rA(u) + B(u), so a, > a,, whence the first statement of the lemma. 
For any p and r, we have pA(u,) + B(v,) ,<pA(u,) + B(u,). Interchange p 
and t and add the inequalities to obtain (p - t)(A(v,) - A(v,)) > 0, whence 
A(v,) is monotone decreasing in p, and since bounded below by zero, has a 
limit. 
From the first inequality above p(A(u,) - A(u,)) > B(u,) - B(u,), from 
which it now follows that B(u,) is monotone increasing in r. Since B(v,) 2 
rA(u,) + B(v,) > B(v,), B(u,) has a limit as r--f 03. 
Since a, and B(v,) have limits, it follows that pA(v,) has a limit. In the 
inequality pA(u,) + B(u,) > pA(u,) + B(v,), put z = 2p to obtain 
pA(v,)~'A(u,,)+B(u,,)-B(v,), h w ence lim pA(u,) = 0, completing the 
proof of the lemma. 
For the proof of the theorem, let 7:” be the subset of HA of functions of L’ 
norm 1. Let A(f)=J/Vf/‘-A, and B(f) = ] (f’ In H - f 2 In f’), and f, be 
the minimizer for pA(f) + B(f). 
The collection {f,} is bounded in HA norm. Let g be a weak limit point, 
and fpcU, a sequence converging weakly to g. We may suppose fDcl,, converges 
strongly to g in L2+ norm. Since A(&) converges to zero, and since 
lim,IlVf,,o,/Z~IIVg/2, we have n>l/Vg(’ with 1 g2= 1, whence g=f,. 
Since there is only one weak limit point for the collection {f,}, the proof is 
complete. 
SECTION 3 
As in [IO], we will show the relation of our results to logarithmic Sobolev 
inequalities with probability measures. The proof, however, requires a little 
more care than in the one dimensional case. What we have seen thus far is 
that: 
holding for f E Hi. 
Let J be a minimizer for a,(H). Let g be a bounded measurable function 
on G! having a weak gradient satisfying (]Vg]’ J2 < co, Since gJ vanishes 
continuously on 30, it is readily seen that gJE Hh. The same restrictions on 
g also give g2J E HA. 
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Replace f in the inequality above by gJ giving 
! . ( g2J2 In g2 $ g2J21n J* - g2J2 In H) 
<p ‘(J2(Vg(2+2gJVg*VJ+g2(VJ(2) 
J 
+ ,( gzJ2 In j g2J2 - a,(H) J‘ g2J2. 
We also know that for any u E HA 
I .@VJ.Vu--uJlnJ2+uJlnH-a,(H)u.J)=O. 
If we put u = g2J in the last, and use the result in the immediately above 
inequality, we obtain: 
J’ g’(ln g’) J2 < p/ 1Vg12 J + j g2J2 In j g2J2, 
which is a logarithmic Sobolev inequality with a probability measure. 
Let A? =: space of real functions g on .R, with a weak gradient such that 
both g2J2 and f (VgJ* J2 are finite. A? can be normed to be a Hilbert space 
if J v a nishes only in a set of measure zero, which we know is the case if H is 
locally bounded above everywhere. In any case, 
THEOREM. ForgEA? 
j g2 In g2J2 < p j IVg12 J2 + 1 g2J2 In ( g2J2. 
We know the inequality is true if g is bounded. For general g, put 
g&x) = g(x) if 44 < g(x) < A4 
=M if g(x) 2 M 
E--&j if g(x) < 44. 
Knowing how to compute the gradient of the absolute value of a function 
shows us that j(Vg,)(x)l < (Vg)(x)(. Moreover, as M-, co, g& In g& 
converges monotonically to g2 In g2, and the proof is complete. 
Now as in [lo], the possibility arises that the inequality of the last 
theorem holds with p replaced by some number r smaller than p. Of necessity 
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r > 0. We cannot give as sharp results as we were able to in the case n = 1, 
since we have at the moment much less information on the boundary 
behavior of minimizers, but some statements are possible. The first connects 
the smallest possible choice for the number p with the “mass gap” for the 
differential operator associated to the Dirichlet form j 1 Vgj2J’. 
THEOREM. Let eEA? IBJ’=O. Thenp~jVB~2J2>2(t92J2. 
It is easy to see that (1 + x)’ ln(l + x)” = 2x + 3x2 + 0(x*+ s, uniformly 
for x E R, for any fixed 6 > 0. In the inequality 




g2J2 . In - g’J*, 
_I 
put g = 1 + ~0. If t3 is bounded, expansion in Taylor series up to terms of 
second order in E, followed by passage to the limit as E + 0, gives the desired 
result. 
If 0 is not bounded, define 0, as in the proof of the last theorem. Put 




But s ( V#, I* J2 = 
i 
1 V/3,,, 1’ J2 ,< j 1 V6’(’ J2, 0; converges monotonically 
upward to e2, and l’mM+m pw = 0. The statement is now clear, 
The sharp characterization of the smallest choice of p for which our 
logarithmic Sobolev inequality holds is possible to give in the case R is 
compact (has no boundary) with the additional proviso that H is locally 
bounded above everywhere. In this case J is strictly positive on 0 and R is 
a Hilbert space in the norm I(g(12 =s g2J2 -t I JVgJ2 J’. 
Let m be the infimum of I 1 Vg[ 2 J’ for g E H subject to J” g2J2 = 1 and 
j gJ2 = 0. Then 
THEOREM. For 0, H, 3 and m as just described, let z be the least 
number for which the inequality 
holds for g E 3. Then either 
(1) The inequality is an equality for some nonconstant function g, or 
(2) r= 2/m. 
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Since the proof is very much like that in [lo], we will leave the details to 
the reader. Suffice it to say that with the hypotheses we have made, since J is 
strictly positive, g E R will imply J g 2*‘n-2)J2 is finite, which enables one to 
take care of limiting values along sequences of expressions of the form 
_!_ gf In g$I*, which occur in the course of the proof. 
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